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gurdeep singh, senior specialist, oil and shipping price group, s&p global platts sammy six, senior oil market
analyst, s&p global platts impact of low oil prices on oil exporting countries - europa - price and oil
exports: gdp and government revenues (per capita) in most middle-east and africa producers are found to be
linked to oil price evolution, with the elasticity of government revenues to oil price being close to 1 for a
number of countries. global trends in oil & gas markets to 2025 - lukoil - oil production in russia will
begin to fall in 2016-2017. •the russian oil refining industry will undergo significant modernization but risks of
gasoline deficits remain. not all oil is equal: explaining price differences - east, africa and europe, all
trade in relation to brent oil. because it has easy access to coastal ports (e.g., extensive pipelines to the
coast), brent oil can move easily to customers around the world. the geopolitics of falling oil prices brookings - 1 t he recent fall in world oil prices cannot but have an impact on the politics of the middle east.
many of its states, including two of the major players one hundred years of middle eastern oil - brandeis
university - 2 prof. e. roger owen is the a.j. meyer professor of middle east history at harvard university. the
opinions and findings expressed in this essay are those of the author exclusively, and middle east power:
outlook 2035 report (pdf) - siemens - • the middle east region would need to add 277 gigawatts of new
capacity by 2035 • gas is expected to remain the largest source for power generation in the region
representing 60 percent of installed capacity through 2035 wholesale gas price survey 2016 edition - igu
- 3 wholesale gas price survey 2016 edition message from the president of the international gas union dear
colleagues: following the recent release of the 2016 igu world lng report i commented how struck i was oil
price history and analysis - msuwebntclair - oil price history and analysis a discussion of crude oil prices,
the relationship between prices and rig count and the outlook for the future of the petroleum industry.
introduction crude oil prices behave much as any other commodity with wide price swings in times of shortage
or oversupply. the crude oil price cycle may extend over several years responding to changes in demand as
well as opec ... the geopolitics of lower oil prices - • sanctions and low oil prices push back time frame for
east siberia and arctic development • meanwhile european demand is falling and russian is pivoting to asia
middle east: decades of instability
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